Intrinsic oscillations and discharge regularity of units in the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) of the barbiturate anesthetized gerbil.
Spike discharge patterns showing intrinsic oscillations (IOs) have been reported in units in the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) of the decerebrate cat. These oscillations are related to the regularity of a unit's discharge rate and may be important for pitch perception. A DCN unit's regularity can be affected by several factors including: synaptic architecture, cell membrane properties, and the auditory nerve discharge rate. Responses to multiple presentations of short-duration tone bursts (200 ms duration, 1 s trial) at the unit's best frequency (BF) at 20 dB re threshold were recorded from 297 units in the DCN of the barbiturate-anesthetized gerbil. Comparisons of unit regularity properties and IO properties are shown. The relative power spectrum (Fourier transform of the autocorrelogram normalized by the average rate) was used to quantify IO properties. Most units (84%) exhibited IOs in their sustained discharge rate. With the exception of Onset units and most bursting units, the mean inter-spike interval was correlated with the IO frequency and the coefficient of variation was correlated with the IO magnitude. These results suggest that stimulus-encoding mechanisms utilizing IOs may depend on the temporal evolution of the units' regularity properties.